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The Image of Fairfield

Choose or Lose
spokeswoman visits
Fairfield
JoAnn Gometz
News Editor
MTV's Choose or Lose
campaign, which visited campus last spring with its huge
American flag bus, sent another messenger urging students to vote. Tabitha Soren,
MTV's chief political correspondent, spoke to a primarily student audience in
the Quick Center on Monday night.
Soren, ascandid in real
life as she is on MTV,
met with student leaders
in politics and journal
ism prior to the lecture,
She also held a press
conference, where
most of the reporters
asked questions that
Soren later answered
during her speech. One reporter,
though, asked if Soren felt the
vote of 18 to 30 year-olds was
underestimated.
She said, "There are eight million more people in that age range
registered to vote than there were
last time. Because these elections are not considered that com-

petitive, I don't think that many
people will actually get
t o

the
polls.
There's not a large degree of
confidence. We [MTV] will hold
an inaugural ball if there's even
one more voter in that age range
at the polls, but I don't know if
that will happen."
According to Soren, there are

five major issues that most people
in the 18 to 30 year-old age range
feel confront them directly. They
are: jobs and the
economy, higher education and its affordability,
crime, preserving social
security for future generations, and affordable
health care, respectively.
These are the issues that
MTV News has been tracking throughout the campaign.
Soren also reflected on
her experiences with different political spokesmen.
"Politicians may not give you
straight answers, but at least
they'll speak in full sentences.
Musicians a lot of times are not
even coherent," she said.
For those journalists in the
group, Soren said that Fairfield
students should take advantage
of the school's proximity to New
York City to take on as many
internships as possible, in several different fields. "There are
so many places in New York that

Continued on page 4

Parents' Weekend a hit
despite rain and wind
Kristen Sullivan
Assistant News Editor
Despite the rainy weather,
Parents' Weekend was eventful
and enjoyable for the 2000 parents and families who attended
the annual weekend festivities.
Parents said that the inclement
weather was not a problem, especially when they got to spend
time with their children
"It was worth driving in all
that rain, just to be here. I don't
care, so long as I can see my
son," one parent said.
The weekend got underway
with registration Saturday morning, followed by faculty lecture
sessions and the football game
against Canisius, in which
Fairfield was defeated 21-0. The
turnout for the game was less

than anticipated due to the
weather, but the parents and students who attended still seemed
to be enjoying the inaugural session of Stag football, especially
since all spectators to Saturday' s
game received Stag window decals.
Mass was held in Alumni
Hall that afternoon for a large
crowd of students, parents and
families. Many students went
out to dinner with their families,
only to discover that much of
Westport was experiencing a
blackout, so many student's dinner plans were forced to be altered.
The evening's activities continued with two performances of
comedians Becky Blaney and
Tim Settimi in the Quick Center
as well as a hypnotist who per-

formed in the Oak Room.
Saturday night was quiet on
campus, with the inclement
weather and many parents spending the night with their children.
Many parents couldn't drive
home in the rainy and windy
conditions, so they stayed with
their children in the residence
halls, since most hotels were
booked for the weekend.
Parents' Weekend concluded
Sunday afternoon with the performance of the Glee Club and
the Alpha Sigma Nu inductions
which took place in the Quick
Center. Alpha Sigma Nu, which
is the National Jesuit Honor Society, rewards students for their
service, scholarship and loyalty
through membership to the honor
society.
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Spring
courses
on
student
minds
Theresa Vitello
Staff Writer
You can hear your heartbeat
echoing in louder and louder in
your ears with each step you take
toward the Registrar's Office. It
can't be time to register for the
spring semester already; it's only
October! You realize it is indeed
that time as you stand before a
crowd huddled in front of the
wall; each student in desperate
search for his or her lottery number. As you attempt to squeeze
through the crowd a quick prayer
pervades your thoughts, "Oh,
God, please don' t let me be number 751 again this semester." And
then , from the corner of your
eye you see it... 11! You are about
to dash off to gloat to your roommate when something forces you
to move in for a closer look.
Drawing an imaginary line from
your name to your number, you
notice a serious discrepancy...752! Visions of 8:20 a.m.
classes five days a week enter
your head.
It may seem impossible to
believe, but registration for
Spring 1997 is rapidly approaching. Lottery numbers will be
posted on the wall outside the
Registrar's Office in Canisius
200 on Friday, Oct. 25. Course
booklets will be available outside the same office on Thursday, Oct. 31. This means it's
time to start planning a schedule
of classes for the spring semester. For many, this equates to
making your best effort to take
your required courses while still
being able to sleep in on Mondays and have no classes on Fridays.
Most likely, this fabricated
"dream" schedule will be shot
down by your advisor during
Advisement Week. Sometime
between Nov. 4 and 8, students
must contact their advisors and
meet with them to formulate a
practical schedule. So, bring your
"dream' schedule, but also be
sure to have a number of other
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Campus Beat
JoAnn Gometz
News Editor
On Tues., Oct. 15, at 4:05 p.m. there was a case of possession of drug paraphernalia
in Jogues Hall. The report has been sent to Judicial.
On Thurs., Oct. 17, at 3:18 p.m. a VCR was stolen from Canisius Hall. The case is
being investigated.
Also, at 10:42 p.m. the emergency phone at the north end of Alumni Field was
activated. Three people fled the area, and it is thought to have been a malicious
activation.
On Fri., Oct. 18, at 10:07 p.m., an intoxicated student was transported from Regis Hall
to St. Vincent's by ambulance. Another student who attempted to interfere at the scene
was cited for disorderly conduct. Reports on both students are being sent to Judicial.
On Sat., Oct. 19, at 4:13 a.m., a suspicious individual was reported in Claver Hall. As
officers arrived, the individual ran into the woods. There were no more sightings of the
individual.
Also, at 4:24 p.m., a tree limb fell onto a car parked in the Claver Hall lot. It is under
investigation.
Also, at 10:32 p.m., there was a two-car accident by the Levee. There were no injuries,
but one car had to be towed.
On Sun., Oct. 20, at 3:30 a.m. there was a case of disorderly conduct between students
and non-students in Campion Hall. The non-students were in the building for legitimate
reasons. The students' reports are being sent to Judicial.
Also, at 3:50 a.m. an intoxicated student was transported from Campion Hall to the
Health Center. The report is being sent to Judicial.

l
Campus
C^f
P
Fri. and Sat., Oct. 25 and 26, make up Harvest Weekend. The concert, featuring De
La Soul, Fishbone, and the Mighty Mighty Boss Tones, will take place Friday night at
8 p.m. The dance will take place Saturday night at 9 p.m. in Alumni Hall.
On Fri., Oct. 25, at 8 p.m. Bela Fleck and the Fleckstones will play at the Quick Center.
On Wed., Oct. 30, at 7 p.m. in the School of Nursing Auditorium, Dr. Jonathan
Petropoulos will present a lecture entitled "Germania and Genocide: The World View
of the National Socialist Leaders as Expressed Through Their Art Collections."
Admission is free.

Classifieds
Child care needed in my Fairfield home for preschoolers (children of
Fairfield University alumni). One day per week during school year, 3 days per week
over summer. (School breaks if possible.) Please call 256-8215.
Outdoor clean-up once a week. 3 hr. minimum for 4-6 weeks. Transportation available. Call 319-0129.
*EARN EXTRA INCOME* Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing phone
cards. For information send a self-addressed stamped envelope to: Inc., PO Box
0887, Miami, FL 33164.
Help wanted immediate part-time sales. Flexible hours. Fine jewelry
store. Casual atmosphere. Good salary. Call Silver Ribbon at 226-9320.
Now is the time to call Leisure Tours and get free information for Spring
Break Packages to South Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, and Florida. Reps needed...travel
free and earn commissions. 800-838-8311.
HELP WANTED. Men/women earn $480 weekly assembling circuit
boards/electronic components at home. Experience unnecessary, will train. Immediate openings your local area. Call 1-520-680-7891 ext. C200.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING-Earn up to $2,000+/month. World travel.
Seasonal and full-time positions. No exp. necessary. For info, call 1 -206-971 -3550
ext. C50841
HELP WANTED Art Supply store. Part-time, flexible hours to assemble
tables, chairs, easels, etc. Stock work, sales. Some knowledge art supplies desirable.
Phone 226-0716, 8:30-5:30.
Part-time babysitter wanted. Flexible weekday hours some weekend
evenings. For two boys 2 1/2 and 14 months. In Redding. Car needed. 203-938-0601.
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CHEERS

BOOS

...to Nadia "Happy Belated Birthday"...
to the girl who took the box and smiled as
she walked off with it...to having our
boxes travel all around campus- thank
you maintenance guys...to O'Drunk- I
mean OD...to Pete's Visa...to leaving your
house on Wednesday night and coming
home Sunday morning...to Junior porn
stars breaking Senior beds... to Strekal and
her sophomore hookups...to HS and her
college hookups...to HS being shocked
from Dejock...to senior girls wishing they
could have "senioritis"...to Codey
stubbling and bumbling out of the
Bush's...to the dancer who jumped in the
middle...to the Larkin's bouncer who gave
us money for the Grape...to vodka on the
rocks... to spring break at the duck pond.. .to
FUSA's trendy bitch...to Jessica,Happy
belated B-day- I'll always "hold your
back"...to frozen yogurt with jimmies,
(not sprinkles)...to awesome friends who
take care of you all night, even though you
have a bloody face- thank you...to a sweet
bouncer and an adorable bartender...to
eyes singing at the Naut...to losing vampire men and going to the Naut...to hot
sophomore residents in Loyola and
Jogues...to post-duty visitors...to
mufanchizin',„to starting over after 4
years...to buying the s ants stuff even when
we don't live together...to my partner in
crime...to knowing all the songs at the
Grape...to B confessing his feelings...to
Parents at the Grapc.to not being in the
PB during the flood...to angry neighbor's
car under water...to the boat at 1281...to
groceries in the Grape fridge...to
Brennan...to surviving the flood...to winning the cake fight against Connolly...to
Jurk for doing 21 shots- bring it...to our
truck ride...to crank calls that turn into
visitors...to Loyola 3- once again...to getting "the twin"...to never saying no
again...to Lynch's daily complaints...to
late night (sappy) karaoke...to "be afraid,
be very afraid"...to Yokonoko, Gonzaga,
Larry...to Joe Fitz for giving me Taipei.. .to the mole hole...to trudging through
swamp water for beer and men...to the
'continuation of a good talk with your
favorite bartender...to famous last wordsI'll cook a chicken dinner...to reuniting
during a monsoon...to ballet and egyptian
dancing with a best friend...to stealing
JH's Calvin Klein undies... to a drunk OD... to planning a great Harvest weekend... to the Saturday's at the Levee... to
Hepner making it to Campion Saturday
night... to the Silly Goose... to the4hottest
girls on Campus., to breaking up with
your boyfriend and hooking up every day
after... to confusing your boyfriend's name
with your ex-boyfriend's name... to the
dancing duo at Larkin's... to Nicole, Liz,
Amy, and Vanessa... to the triumvirate...
to weekly DQ runs... to philosophical
discussions until 4:15 AM in TH87... to
"nice eyes"... to having living arrangements figured out for next year... to roommates who finish your sentences foryou...
to Dad running in a marathon at 50... to the
awesome storm.... to good timing... to
people who speak their mind... to being
controversial... to sunshine & flowers....

to almost having Security call the 1 ->mb
squad on us...to driving thirty minutv s to
hook up., .to that time of the month wi en
someone comes.. .to "where' s Ricky?".. .to
the gullible FUSA god from Ohio...to
details.. .to lacrosse.. .to Andy and the soon
but sure "diamond ring"...to being free to
fly, but not having anyone to fly with...to
being a "specimen"...to guys who tell you
they are vampires...to egotistical
coworkers...to buying raincoats when it's
still sunny...to angry neighbors waking
you up at 7 a.m....to being followed to
work...to the firemen eating everything
in our house...to prowlers in the PB...10
getting hit in the eye- again...to stalker
staying at your house all day. ..to drinking
clean and clear...to saying you slept at
your cousin's townhouse- nice try...to the
fire alarm in Regis going off..to midterms and extra roommates...to crashing
the football pep talk...to rats crossing
your pass before breakfast... to the Fire
Department for telling us to evacaute
with no way out... to the "cool guy" at the
"Cool House"... to leaving your credit
card at Larkin's with a running tap... to
making the worst mistake ever... to saying no - never again... to not going to
dinner with that guy in New Britian.. to
having bad posture according to your
mother... to being in love with a biology
geek... to your driveway still having a
foot of water in it... to leaving your
housemate's car in the driveway during
the flood - oops, sorry!... to Parents'
Weekend almost being a bust... to looking like a drowned rat... to not knowing
the evacuation procedures that Campus
provides... to the FUSA geeks.... to not
having a date for Harvest... to being seniors...'to midterms... to not having creative boos., to the Football for losing 04... to our moms' getting drunk at
Larkin's... to my mom not coming to
Parents' Weekend., to getting a hickie but
not knowing the girl's name... to fighting
with your parents about Parents' Weekend... to your parents noi leaving - get the
hint., to questions being side stepped... to
having to sleep on the couch... to having
to wash your hair twice to get the cake
out... to the food thief... to having to type
long, boring pointless articles... to opening
your mouth and inserting your thigh., to
being tricked into saying something you
regret... to deadlines... to yuck in the
mouth... to the Yankees for losing 2 in
NY... to people who diss their friends
when they get an SO... to having 5 major
midterms and projects within 3 days... to
guys who think you have a boyfriend
when you really don't... to people thinking your name is Stephanie when it's
not... to the messed up e-mail system that
sends you some freshman's e-mail... to
being sick... to having to go to the health
center... to being the magnet... to boys
who 1 change their names - whatever... to
people who fly when class is over... to
being prepared for your presentation... to
your roommate being sick and you getting sick... to everybody having something to do... to having to re-edit everything after it comes in... to late nights...
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Five trustees named
fund to help financially needy
students. Lynch is a Connecticut resident and has children;
one of whom graduated from
Fairfield.
In 1978 Gierer, chairman of
Fairfield's board of trustees,
joined UST Inc. located in
Greenwich, CT. With in twelve

Diane Oakley

Fairfield's board of trustees,
Bigham is chairman of the board
of Continental Financial Corporation and a director of the National Executive Service Corporation. He and his wife Mary
Ellen have four children.
Oakley also graduated from
Fairfield. She received her MBA
from Fordham University. She
is employed by TIAA-CREF the
world's largest pension system,
she is a mediator between higher
education associations, Congressional committees, and federal
agencies. Oakley is also a member of the American Association
for Higher Education, and the

Heather Wade
Staff Writer
At a recent board of trustees
meeting, the board reelected
Fairfield alumnus Roger M.
Lynch as chairman of Fairfield
University's board of trustees.
He is new beginning his second
term. Vincent A. Giereer Jr.
was also reelected as vice chairman of the board. The board
also elected five new members;
James J. Bigham, Charles E.
Hanley, Marian L. Heard,
Diane Oakley, and Mary
Reynolds. The new trustees
are all prominent members of
the community that have not
only distinguished themselves
in their career pursuits, but are
also at the forefront of service
to the community.
Chairman of the board
Lynch originally became involved with student activities
as an undergraduate at Fairfield
University. Since then, he has
continued to be active in the
affairs of the school. He participated in setting up the
twenty-fifth reunion of his class
and he was also chairman of the
annual Fairfield Awards Dinner. He and his wife Nancy
have established a scholarship

Charles E. Hanley
years, he was promoted to
president and chief operating
officer of the company. He
graduated from Iona College
and became a CPA. he is a
member of the American Institute of CPA's and many other
associated groups. Gierer is
also the director of the local
Family YMCA. He and his
wife Josephine have three children.
Of the five new members of
Fairfield's board of trustees
three are Fairfield University
graduates. Bigham received
his bachelors from Fairfield in
1959, before earning his MBA
at Columbia. He is the executive VP and chief financial officer of Continental Grain Company, in New York City; where
he also resides. In addition to
being a board member of

tial Insurance Companies
and was also associated with
several other prestigious corporations. She and her husband Glenn have three
daughters.
Unlike the other three
trustees Heard is not a graduate of Fairfield. She received
her degrees from the University of Bridgeport, University of Massachusetts and
Springfield College. However, due to her extensive
involvement in the business
field and in her community,
she received an honorary
doctorate degree from
Fairfield University. Several other universities have
recognized her achievements
and have also presented her
with honorary doctorate degrees. Heard is a nationally
recognized speaker on subjects which include:
children's
issues,
volunteerism, and human
services. In addition to be-

reer. She is president and chief
executive officer of the United
Way of Massachusetts Bay and
chief executive officer of New
England's United Way.
Although Hanley never attended Fairfield University, he
graduated from St. Michael's
College, another prestigious Jesuit school. Two of his seven
children, however, have attended Fairfield. One has already graduated and the other is
presently a student here. Hanley
is president and CEO of Thomas C. Wilson, Inc. in Long
Island, New York. He is very
much involved in serving his
church and his community. He
is an Eucharistic minister at St.
Paul the Apostle and at St.
Francis Hospital. As a result of
all the community service that
he and his family have performed they were honored as
"Family of the Year" by the
School of the Holy Child.
Fairfield University can be
justifiably proud of all of the
new additions to their board.

Marian L. Heard

National Association of Women
and Education. She is also active in several other related
groups.
Reynolds another Fairfield
alumna who has distinguished
herself in the community is a
member of Fairfield University' s
presidents Circle and Trustee
Advisory Council. She is a resident of New York City and has
served as an auditor at Chase
Manhattan Bank. She was also
a portfolio manager for Pruden-

James J. Bigham
ing so active in the comma
nity she has been very sue
cessful in her chosen ca

Mary Reynolds

Notice from the Registrar
Lottery numbers- outside Canisius 200 FrL, Oct. 25
Course booklets- in Canisius 200 Thurs., Oct. 31
Advisement Week, major/minor registration for small A&S departments- Mon.-Fri., Nov. 4-8
Major/minor registration for Business and remaining A&S- Mon.Fri., Nov. 11-15
Core and elective registration, noon-8 p.m. by lottery number in
Canisius 200- Class of '97, Mon., Nov. 18; Class of '98, Tues., Nov. 19;
Class of f99, Wed., Nov. 20; Class of '00, Thurs. Nov. 21.
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Fairfield treated to a
lesson in alcohol
awareness
Maura Parsons
Staff Writer
This past Monday marked the beginning of "It's a matter of Balance Week."
The annual event, traditionally known as
Alcohol Awareness Week, is presented
by the Peer Education Network in order
to spread reliable information about and
demonstrate the dangers that often encompass alcohol consumption on campus.
Members of the Network's Alcohol an
Dug Awareness Committee have been
stationed at the Campus Center throughout the week providing pamphlets about
the hazards of irresponsible drinking. The
committee also erected a cemetery along
the path from the Campus Center to
Bannow Science Center. The tombstones
symbolize the people that have lost their
lives in drunk driving accidents. It is an
attempt by the peer educators to awaken
Fairfield students to the grim reality that
people die every day due to irresponsible
actions.
Some of the other activities that took
place this week concretely demonstrated
the dangers of driving while under the
influence of alcohol. One of the main
attractions was the crash simulator that
was located at the Campus Center and
Dolan Commons on Tuesday and
Wednesday. The crash simulator was
designed to mimic a car crash at only' 15

miles per hour.
The Alcohol and Drug Awareness Committee also staged a mock drunk-driving
accident on the road beside Campion Hall
at 2:30 p.m. yesterday. Police cars and a
hospital helicopter swiftly arrived at the
scene of the "accident" in order to make the
accident believable. A hears followed soon
after. Only the members of the Peer Education Network and a few others on campus
knew that the accident was merely a sham.
The "accident" was kept top-secret because the Peer Educators wanted to display
the real consequences of driving while
intoxicated.
The Peer Educators have devoted the
entire week to spreading the message that
alcohol consumption and responsibility
must go hand in hand. Their mission is not
primarily to preach abstinence, but balance
and responsibility. That is why the Peer
Educators have changed the name from
"Alcohol Awareness Week" to "It's a Matter of Balance Week."
"We want the students to be safe. Alcohol is prevalent on campus and students
need to find a secure balance between
drinking and their schoolwork," said senior Cathy Kane, a team leader on the
Alcohol and Drug Awareness Committee.
The Peer Educators have also demonstrated
throughout the week, those things that could
conceivably happen to Fairfield students
when they drink irresponsibly.

Spring, from p.l
courses selected as alternatives. This is
especially true for people who get lottery numbers greater than the number
of people in the class (or so it seems).
Next, there is the confusion of major
and minor registration. The specific
dates and times arranged by class year
for major and minor registration should
be sent to you by mail from the department of your major or minor. The dates
for smaller majors or minors in the
School of Arts and Sciences should fall
between Nov. 4 and 8 (the same period
as Advisement Week). Major and minor registration for students in the
School of Business and the larger departments of Arts and Sciences should

Story ideas?
Interested in
writing for
the Mirror?
Call x2533
or drop a
note in Box
AA.

take place between Nov. 11 and 15. These
dates are used strictly for classes directly
under the heading of your major or minor, so you cannot register for any core
courses during this time.
Finally, Core and Elective registration
will be held from noon to 8 p.m. between
Nov. 18 and 21. Seniors will register on
Nov. 18; Juniors on Nov. 19; Sophomores on Nov. 20; and Freshmen will
register on Nov. 21. Be sure to go during
the time slot in which your lottery number is scheduled. The time schedule should
be available with course booklets on Oct.
31. Good Luck!

The Faii-field Mirror

Choose, from p.l
want slave labor," Soren said.
"By not voting, young people are saying that their voices don't count," Soren
said. "In college, your brains are supposed to be working in overdrive. They
are supposed to produce the radical or
revolutionary ideas that will change society."
According to Soren, "The people that
get screwed are the ones that don't show
up at the polls: poor people and kids." She
advocates all people placing their votes,
but cautioned the audience against assuming that the Democrats and Republicans are the only two parties on the ballot.
"The alternative parties make things more
interesting, I think. Some have real solutions. I would give voters more credit;
they get this. I- think the system is very
closed minded right now, but I think that
in the near future alternative parties will
play a greater role in it," Soren said.
Regarding politicians' treatment of her
on the first campaign that MTV took part
in, in 1992, Soren said, "They used to get
worried abut pop culture questions in the
interview. They'd be all paranoid that I
would ask a question to make them look
like a idiot."

Soren related anecdotes about both Bob
Dole and Bill Clinton. Dole's right arm is
the one that was injured, and which still
pains them. After forgetting to shake with
her left hand on two occasions, Soren zipped
her right hand into her jacket. Only after
pinching her wrist on the zipper did she
remember to shake with the left hand.
The story about Clinton had to do with
the props that he usually brings to interviews. In this case, it was a duck call, which
to Soren "looked like a pot pipe." Soren said
that she thought, "Is he coming on to talk
about inhaling again? It didn't work very
well the last time." After Clinton demonstrated the call, he handed it to her to try.
She said that she turned beet red and that's
why that section was never broadcast.
Throughout the evening, Soren came
back to her point repeatedly. That was,
"Election Day is Nov. 5."
Soren was brought to campus through
the efforts of Tracy Hollywood, FUSA Director of Arts and Lectures. Soren lives in
New York City, and has experience with
ABC World News Tonight, NBC affiliates,
and other news organizations, a fact that she
said helped her to bring her unique perspective to MTV's Choose or Lose campaign
im inrnqn ,

Cheer your favorite
trick-or-treater!
Boo those pesky
ghouls!
Due in the Mirror office by Sunday night
for publication on
Halloween.
FALL
Specials!
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SAN FRANCISCO
PARIS
LONDON
BRUSSELS
MADRID
ROME

$159
$180
$183
$215
$259
$275

FAKES ARE EACH WAY FROM NEW YORK BASED ON A
ROUNDTBP PURGHASE. FARES DO NOT NO.UDE FEDERAL
TAXES OR PFCS TOTAUJNG S3 AND $45, DEPENDWG
ON DESTINATION OR DEPARTURE CHARGES PAID DIRECTLY
TO FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS.

CALL FOR A FREE
STUDENT TRAVELS MAGAZINE!

Council Travel
320

ELM STREET

•

NEW HAVEN,

CT 06511

203-562-5335
http://toww.ciee.org/travel.htm
-^" Your one-of-a-kind source for everything you'll need to know.
Watch for our In-Sites at

EURAILPASSES
ISSUED

ON-THE-SPOT!!
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d->oundarlei:^4 student uiiiti her mother 5 native country, aJLeo anon
Marie Chedid
Contributing Writer
When I was growing up, I would ask
my mother about her childhood, and she
would describe to me a place I might
have mistaken for some sort of paradise.
She talked about her childhood in Lebanon, surrounded by aunts, uncles, second, third and fourth cousins. Then she
would tell stories of the summers she
had spent with her brothers and sisters
playing on the shore by the sea. She
would go on to describe the beauty of
the mountains she grew up among and
the thriving city, Beirut, below her, which
lined the Mediterranean Sea. It was a
time and place where it felt good to be
alive. My mother lead a charmed life,
and it was with only the greatest hesitation and thought that she left for the
United States, newly married, to start
her life all over again.
One week after my mother left for
the U.S., the Beirut International Airport was bombed and destroyed. A war
had begun and she would never return
there to live.
As I walked through the streets of
Beirut, I saw the reality of what war had
done to a country that had once been one
of the most beautiful places in the world,
but now was transcended into a hell,
resembling the most poverty stricken
ghettos of any American inner-city.
Buildings were barely held together,
only their frames remained. Everything
had been.bombed, looted, and vandalized, little was intact. The apartments
and homes had burned down long ago,
yet the musty smell of ashes still lingered. As I stood on a dirt road, I looked
out at the sea, which had once been so
clear that a person could make out every
wrinkle in their toe through the water,
but now looked green and cold. The
clouds which used to frame the breathtaking mountains, were now gray and
looming. As I walked further, I bent
down to pick up a rock, and it crumbled
in my harid.

My own life has played out much
differently from my mother's. Growing up in the United States, the Midwest no less, summers and holidays
were spent in our home among just the
five direct members of my family.
There were no huge family dinners,
christenings, weddings or holidays
spent visiting relatives. Nevertheless,
I was raised in a household where a
great emphasis was placed on family
and traditional Lebanese values, which
both my parents instilled in us. Lebanese was always spoken in my home,
and we are very much aware of our
ethnicity. However, we are all, including my mother, very much Americans. Unavoidably, many aspects of
our lives are now much more Westernized.
As I ran along the street, my backpack barely hanging on to my shoulder, tears began to roll down my face.
I ran up the front steps of my house and
past my mother who grabbedmy hand.
"Mimi, what's wrong? Why are
you crying?" My tears subsided just
long enough for me to speak.
"Adam Carlover told me that my
dad was foreign and had an accent."
"What!" My mother responded
staring at me in confusion.
"Do you have one too?," I asked.
She looked at me and then began to
laugh, making me only want to cry
harder. I let go of her hand and ran up
the stairs. I cried until dinner.
During the twenty years that followed my mother's departure from
Lebanon, it became the worst of war
zones. Most of the time, the mere drop
of the name 'Lebanon' is associated
with terrorism, bombs and war. Most
people are either misinformed about
Lebanese politics or simply choose to
be ignorant about life and politics in
the Middle East. When they do think
of the Middle East they think of it as
one massive culture associated with
belly dancers and harems. What people

don't know is that each country which
makes up the Middle East has it' s own
distinct identity. The Lebanese
struggle to define themselves which
creates not only civil unrest within
each country but also among neighboring countries. The past is so far
behind that no one even knows what
they are fighting for anymore. All they
are certain of is their desire for their
own identity and their hate for one
another.
When the professor reached my
name in the roll call, he paused for a
moment.
"You have an Arabic name Miss
Chedid, don't you?"
"Lebanese," I immediately answered.
To me this distinction is very important.
So it was with much reluctance that
my mother agreed to return to Lebanon over the last Easter Holiday. Every time my father had ever tried to
plan a vacation before or even bring
up the subject, she made up an excuse
or simply refused to go. As soon as we
stepped off the plane I immediately
understood why. I finally saw what
she had been afraid of facing. My
mother had left Lebanon, as did many
of her generation, when it was a beautiful and powerful country. Now only
its skeleton remained. She wanted to
remember it as it was, not as all these
strangers had made it. As we rode up
a winding rode and into the mountains, I looked out at all the faces of the
people. They were faces which told
me more than any textbook or magazine article ever could. They were
people who at one time had money,
normal jobs and normal lives but now
considered basic necessities to be luxuries. Ironically though, there is no
poverty as we would imagine it. No
man walked without shoes, no children went without food. For in a
country where no one has anything,

everyone is equal.
Despite the devastation, the love
these people have for their country is
unmistakable. Their faces show the
scars of war but not the ruin. They
have an immense faith that things will
turn around. My grandparents for instance, and much of their generation,
view all that has happened as a temporary setback. After twenty years they
still hold on to the belief that their
country will be rebuilt. My cousins,
the younger generation, know no other
life, and to them gun fire and a mattress under their kitchen table, in case
of a bomb raid, is all part of everyday
life.
All of this I saw but still can not
understand. Much of my week in Lebanon was dedicated to spending time
with family and roaming the streets of
Beirut and Tanurine, the tiny village
my mother had been raised in. Relatives came from everywhere to see us.
I met family I had never seen before
and may never see again. This perhaps was the most disturbing aspect
of the trip because, though I am related to these people by blood, there
was an obvious void between us, a
void I simply could not fill. I felt no
attachment or even closeness to these
people who are my family. Even
though I spoke their language and
understood their culture there still remained an extremely clear boundary
drawn between us. A boundary which
made it impossible for me to reach out
to them, but which also protected me.
Their world was not mine. I cannot
say that I love them because I do not
know any of them. I know that we are
connected by blood, but I cannot help
feeling as though so much more separates us. To me, they are all just faces
and names that I have heard of all of
my life, like that of a fairy about a
paradise which simply does not exist
anymore.

Retail
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Caroline House: Providing Education and
Trusting Environment for Women
Lauren Pandolfelli
Campus Life Editor
•Four days a week
Milogras travels across
Bridgeport with her two
month year old baby and her
two year old son, boarding
two buses and walking almost a mile to her destination. She spends about 40
dollars a month for the bus, a
huge expenditure for a single
mother who supports three
children solely with the
money she receives from
Welfare. Milogras pays the
bus fare because the bus
brings her to the Caroline
House, an educational center for women, where
Milogras is investing in skills
far more beneficial than welfare checks.
The Caroline House provides classes in English as a
second language, computer
skills and job preparation to
women in the Bridgeport
area. Most of the women who
attend the classes are Hispanic and possess only a rudimentary knowledge of the
English language. "Without
speaking English, you don't
have a chance," says Sister
Karen Kane, one of the
founders, of the Caroline
House. "We help to give
these women a chance."
The Caroline House was
founded two years ago by
the School Sisters of Notre
Dame, a congregation that
began in the late 1800's in
Germany to educate poor
girls. "Our conviction has
always been that education
forms a woman, a woman
forms a family, and a family
changes the world," says Sister Bernadine Gutacker, who
has a masters in education,

as does Sister Mary Lennon
who also teaches classes. Two
years ago, the Sisters were
searching for a place to actualize their philosophy when a
member of St. John's Parish
in Bridgeport, Alice Simmon,
left her house to
the parish in her
will. "We kept
asking, 'God,
where do you
want us?," Sister Bernadine
says with a
smile. They had
found their answer.
The Sisters
spent approximately 70,000
dollars to renovate the house,
make
it
handicapp accessible and purchase five
computers. The money came
directly from their congregation. They hope to build a
new day-care room for the
women' s children and are currently writing grants for financial assistance and accepting donations.
The location of the
Caroline House, 574 Stillman
Street, is convenient for the
women who go there because
it is situated between two public schools. Thus, they can
bring their kids to school and
attend their own classes
nearby. Rosa Santiago, a
single mother of three children, studies at the Caroline
House while her children are
at school. Almost three years
ago, Santiago left her home in
Vieques, a small island off
the coast of Puerto Rico, because she could not find employment or afford to pay rent.
Her mother knew a friend in
Connecticut so Santiago and

her three children abandoned
all that was familiar and came
to Connecticut with the
hopes of finding work.
Santiago is now on welfare.
"If anyone thinks women
want to be on welfare," Sis-

ter Karen says, "they should
come to the Caroline House
and talk to these women for
one week. Then they'll
change their minds."
The new Welfare reforms
stipulate that a recipient of
welfare has 21 months to
find a job, and if that person
fails to do so, her entitlements will be cut off. Sister
Karen, who has a masters in
social work, says of the Welfare program, "the whole
system stinks. The poor don't
have a chance." Welfare
makes no provisions for education or child care. Even
though women, such as
Santiago, take classes at the
Caroline House to enhance
their chances of finding jobs,
Welfare doesn't regard this
as a formal endeavor in the
search for employment.
Santiago is currently looking for a night job, which
means she will have to find
someone to take care of her

children. If she cannot find a
night job, she will have to
stop attending classes at the
Caroline House so she can
work during the day, presumably at a minimum wage job
since she has difficulty reading and writing English. If
Santiago opts
to continue
with her studies so she can
find a better
job, she will
lose her welfare benefits.
"This is a
good place
forme, a good
place
for
women,"
says
Santiago. "I
don't want to
stop coming
here."
The Caroline House serves
as more than a school for the
women who go there. Many
of the women are single
mothers, raising their children alone. As Sister
Bernadine explains, most of
the women lack self-esteem.
"People can be nasty to these
women because they don't
speak English fluently," she
says. The Caroline House is
a place where they are respected. It is also a place
where women can share their
stories. The Sisters recently
organized a support group
that meets on Friday mornings. "When you begin to
form a group, things happen,"
Sister Bernadine says.
The Caroline House offers
child-care
for
preschoolers while their
mothers are in class, but because Sister Karen supervises
the children by herself, they
have been forced to turn away

some women with small
children from the program.
Volunteers from Sacred
Heart University help with
child care, but more volunteers are needed to play with
the children and tutor the
students. "We are especially looking for male volunteers," says Sister
Bernadine, "because it's
beneficial for boys and girls
to have a good man
around." Many of the children do not have male figures in their lives.
Joseph, who is three
years old, refuses to play
with dolls, and when this
volunteer asks him to race
toy cars with her, he informs her that she must be
a boy because only "boys
play with cars." Nevertheless, he engages in the race
and wins.
As classes end, and the
women help their children
put on their coats, Sister
Bernadine receives a telephone call from a counselor at The Greater Bridgeport Mental Health Center.
The counselor remarks that
she has witnessed an incredibly positive change in
one of her patients. It seems
that the woman recently
began to attend classes at
the Caroline House, and she
couldn't help but gush over
the program and the other
women she has met there.
The counselor said she had
to call to find out what was
so special about the
Caroline House. Perhaps
Sister Bernadine has the
best answer when she says,
"It's a wonderful thing to
be with other women who
want to get ahead."

Comparing Fairfield to Paris, the winner is...
Editors Note: Throughout the
semester, Adriani will be sending letters to The Mirror from
Paris where she is studying for
the year.
Lynn Adriani
Contributing Writer
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It's 7:45 on a Sunday night. As
I sit in my room here in the 17th
arrondisement, I wonder what
everyone at Fairfield is doing.
By subtracting six hours, I realize that they're probably not doing that much. At 1:45 on a Sunday afternoon, I imagine people
just starting to get out - maybe
shuffling across the quad in
sweats and baseball caps to see
what's for brunch at the cafeteria. As tempting as Sodexho
might be, I think I prefer my
current gastronomic location in

one of the most food -oriented
cities in the world. I am in Paris!
Leaving the comfort of
Fairfield to come to study in
France was not easy. As I said
good-bye to my friends in September, I wondered what the
coming year would bring for me
and for them. Would I miss
Fairfield? Would Fairfield miss
me? Dozens of questions
flooded my mind; "Will I be
able to handle classes in French?
Will I get helplessly lost in Paris
and end up in Versailles one day
on my way to school? Do they
have 'Pastabilities' and 'Woks
World' in French cafeterias?"
All I knew was that I was in for
a very big adventure, and I hoped
I wasn't in over my head.
My time in France began with
two weeks of intensive French
language courses at the College

International de Cannes, on the
French Riviera. And I thought
the beach at Fairfield was a distraction. Somehow the first and
second paths leading to the beach
at F.U. were just not as inviting
as the palm trees, mountains, turquoise blue water and warm
weather of the beach outside the
college in Cannes. Classes ran
from 9: 00 to noon, and then the
rest of the day was ours. We
would go to cafe's in town to try
to blend in, as if we could blend
in with all those chic movie stars.
We would go to the museums in
Nice, or just relax on the beach
and swim in the cool Mediterranean. For two weeks, life was
really tough!
And then I came to Paris; no
beach, no palm trees, no pina
coladas. When I arrived in Paris,
I realized just how different my

life here is going to be from
my life at Fairfield. Instead of
the familiar old Fairfield Cab,
I am faced with lunatic taxi
drivers who have no qualms
about running over American
students. Instead of every academic building being within
walking distance from my
room, I must take the metro
and join the thousands of Parisians who use the underground
rail network everyday. However, with the unfamiliarity of
life in a big European city also
comes the realization of living
in a place that offers unlimited
entertainment and timeless history. As I set out to explore and
discover Paris, I'll have to learn
to accept the differences here.
And maybe the Place de la
Sorbonne sort of does resemble
the quad at Fairfield University.

Campus Life
Politics Club is reborn COSO Events:
The Fairfield Mirror

Yearbook meeting on Thursday, Oct. 24 at 7p.m. upstairs in the Barone Campus Center.

on campus
John Grifferty
Staff Writer
"Back from the dead" could
be the logo for the revitalized
Fairfield University Politics Club.
For the last three years the Politics Club has been dormant, cancelled because of a lack of interest on the part of students. However, senior Serenity Hanely and
faculty advisor Dr. John Orman
have put the club back in business and during the most important political period in years.
The re-establishment of the
Politics Club has given those students interested in politics a forum to discuss the important issues of our day. The political
climate of this year should give
members of the club plenty to
talk about. "With elections coming up, it's good to see students
becoming involved in politics,"
Orman said. "I'm happy Serenity
decided to revive the club. It's
been dead a long time," he added.
Likewise, political majors share
the same enthusiasm for the reborn club.
According to its constitution,
the club's purpose is to "work to
increase political awareness on
campus in the areas of government, law, elections and issues."
This will be achieved through
several means, such as campus
polls, socials and debates, in addition to guest speakers who have
been invited to talk on campus.
"We are trying to schedule events
that will please anyone who has
an interest in politics, either on
the national or local level," said
Hanley, president of the club.
She is hoping that the club will
provoke both students and
Fairfield residents to become
more aware of the political situations in the country.
Already in the works for this
semester, is a proposed debate
between Gold Coast Representative and incumbent, Christopher
Shays, and his Democratic chal-
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lenger, Bill Finch. Irwin
Spiegelman, a volunteer for Bill
Finch, said, "The debate can help
the democratic process by awakening interest among students and
staff of the University in our political process." Student and faculty debates are also on the agenda
for the Politics Club this year.
There is an absence of political interest on Fairfield
University's campus that the club
hopes to address. Many students
do not feel that they have political efficacy while other students
feel separated from the entire
political process. Senior Brant
Rafuse said, "Most students don't
feel that politics have a direct
effect on their lives." Thus, one
of the goals of the Politics Club is
to conjure up an interest in politics among students. By gathering those who are already active
and knowledgeable in the field
of politics, Hanley believes it is
possible to stimulate the rest of
the Fairfield community's interest in the political process.
This fall semester, the club
must operate without a formal
budget. However, it will be off
and running as a fully chartered
organization with financial support by next semester. There is
unlimited room for growth in a
club that addresses such important issues. Therefore, its members believe that there is no limit
to what the Politics Club can do
for the school as a whole.
The Politics Club has the potential to be a major voice for the
students of Fairfield University.
Although the club has already
held its first meetings and ratified its constitution, it still welcomes anyone who wishes to join.
The Politics Club is not affiliated
with any party so if you are a
Democrat, a Republican, or anything between or beyond, contact Hanley in Box 1626orOrman
in his office. Membership is open
to all Fairfield students who are
interested in politics.

The Caroline House
is in need of volunteers and donations.
If you can assist,
please call Sister
Karen or Sister
Mary at (203)3340640.

Circle K meeting on Thursday, Oct.24 at 6p.m. in the
S.O.N auditorium.
Attention all COSO clubs: The meeting place for our
monthly general meetings has been changed to Canisius
15.
The College Democrats are planning a political awareness
week prior to the Nov. 5 election. Contact box 1473 or
ext. 6485 if you would like more information.

Alot of campus rapes start here.
Whenever there's drinking or drugs, things can get out of hand.
So it's no surprise that many campus rapes involve alcohol.
But you should know that under any circumstances, sex without
the other person's consent is considered rape. A felony, punishable
by prison. And drinking is no excuse.
That's why, when you party, it's good to know what your limits are.
You see, a little sobering thought now can save you from a big
problem later.
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Editorial/Commentary

From the Editor's
Desk...
For those of you who didn't know, or seemed to
have forgotten, The Mirror is a student run organization. The Mirror is not the PR department, nor do we
make events or topics seem better than what they are.
We report the news. We report what the students
want and have the right to know.
In past years, The Mirror was labeled as being
"boring" and "passive." Yes, I know its hard to
believe, but it was criticized back then, is today, and
will continue to be in future years. This year, I, along
with my staff, decided that we wanted to captivate our
audience. We didn't want people to anticipate The
Mirror on Thursday, simply for the Cheers and Boos,
but we wanted the students to "read" the paper, front
to back, cover to cover. We have done just that
For the first time from what I can remember and
from what I am being told, The Mirror is being read.
The students, faculty and administration are reading
the publication. Not everything is good, but not
everything is bad either. The Mirror attempts to keep
the negative to a minimum, but in today's society,
although sad, readers tend to focus on the bad. Don't
judge something before you have read it in it's entirety
In journalism you make very few friends. No one
is ever completely happy and crossing boundaries can
be a risky task. Just remember we welcome your
suggestions and comments and hope to continue to
stimulate our readers in the upcoming issues.
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Sexual Harrasment
To the Editor:
As the Title IX Compliance
Coordinator and advocate for
students who believe they have
been subjected to sexual harassment at Fairfield, I am
writing to clarify several factual inaccuracies in yoQrecent
article, "Sexual Harassment
Hits Home."
According to Fairfield's
widely publicized sexual harassment policy and Title IX
grievance procedure, students
who feel they have been subjected to sexual harassment by^
a faculty or staff member of
other student are urged to
promptly report the matter to
me for investigation and appropriate action. If the student
is not satisfied with the action
taken, he or she is encouraged
to file a formal written complaint. If the complaint is not
resolved to the student's satisfaction, a Grievance Committee is convened to hear the complaint and recommend appropriate action to the President.
Fairfield University has
promptly investigated and addressed all reports of sexual

harassment, and has disciplined
both students and employees who
were found to have violated
Fairfield's policy prohibiting
sexual harassment. The University has never received a formal
written student complaint of
sexual harassment against a faculty member. Contrary to facts
asserted in your article, there is
no requirement that two formal
complaints be filed before a tenured faculty member can be terminated.
Also, it is not accurate to state
that Fairfield University views
sexual harassment as a form of
sexual assault. Rather, sexual
assault is one serious type of
sexual harassment and also violates applicable criminal statutes.
Students are encouraged to report any incidents of criminal
misconduct to the University
Security Department. Other
sexually offensive conduct - such
as lewd jokes, obscene language,
or inappropriate displays of pornography- would not be considered a sexual assault, but would
nevertheless violate .JJniversity
policy if it creates a sexually

hostile environment. All types
of sexual harassment outlined
above may be addressed under
our sexual harassment policy.
I applaud your efforts in addressing this important topic.
Sexual harassment is a condition that no member of our community has to tolerate. As with
all relationships, statements and
actions are subject to interpretation. My role as Compliance
Coordinator is to assist students
in evaluating what has occurred
and the choices they have to
address the situation. My office
is located in Dolan Hall and my
extension is 2241.1 encourage
any student who has a concern
related to sexual harassment to
contact me.

Nancy Maitland, M.A.
Title IX Compliance Coordinator
Director, Office of Substance
Abuse Prevention and Education

Appalachia Festival
To the Editor:
I was very much appreciated the excellent coverage of
the Appalachian Cultural Arts
and Crafts Festival. Fairfield
University should be applauded in welcoming people
from Appalachia in order to
display their unique talents
through handicrafts, music and
dance here on our campus.
The everyday reality of life
in these states can often be
hard and very demanding. The
challenges the people of Appalachia have faced and continue to face today should not
be underestimated. In responding to the needs of the
people there, the efforts by our
students to spend some of their
vacation break time with their
sisters and brothers in Appalachia in order to work beside
them as volunteers is commendable. Through short im-

mersion experiences such as
these, we learn how to better be
women and men for others, living out the Ignatian vision as we
build a community of faith, service and friends here at Fairfield
University.
While encouraging students
to consider the Appalachian
Club program during the Spring
Break to provide much needed
help for families in the poorer
areas of the Southern states, I
would also like to remind students of NAME (NORTH
AMERICAN MISSON EXPERIENCE) which will travel to
Appalachia at the end of the
Spring Semester.
This program will travel in
late May to Eastern Kentucky to
work with Christian Appalachian Project, an inter-denominated volunteer program volunteer group which provides out-

reach to the elderly and unemployed with work projects and
related home repair efforts in
local communities. This two
week mission experience,
which begins on May 20 and
ends on June 1, is sponsored by
Fairfield University Campus
Ministry.
We are currently recruiting
Juniors and Sophomores as participants in this annual Appalachian immersion program. For
more information, please call
Fr. Joe Schad, S.J. at X2669.
Thank you.
Fr. Joe Schad, S.J.
Assistant Campus Minister

You can email the Mirror at
Mirror@ fair 1 .fairfield.edu!

Commentary

Midnight Madness
Dear Ms. Gometz,
After much reading and rereading of your front page article last week, I regret to inform you that your report of
Midnight Madness falls quite
short of qualifying as journalism. Your commentary (note:
commentaries include opinions, hence they do not belong
on the front page but instead in
the "Editorial/Commentary"
section) merely transcribes the
feelings of what I perceive as a
minority opinion. As a result,
you may want to read The Connecticut Post's version of what
transpired at Midnight Madness. Surprisingly, The Post
review is much different than
yours. For your benefit, I've
taken the liberty of including
their article (note: this what we
rational human beings generally regard as journalism).
I think the most striking feature of your article is your demonstration of a knowledge of
how to make a Fairfield event
successful. By the mere fact
that you had the audacity to
write such a scintillating "article" and consequently attempt
to denounce months of work
on the behalf of FUS A and the
Athletic Department, not to
mention mocking those who
did not come to Midnight Madness, you have implied that you
have all the answers. Bearing
this in mind, I invite you to sit

down with me and my co-organizers and share with us your
secrets on how to please the
students of this campus. Better
yet, you may want to do some
research and find out who my
co-organizers are (note: this is
one of those explanatory research skills that most News
Editors demonstrate). Once
you've done that, you may wish
to ask us our opinion of the
night's events, rather than just
putting words in our mouths
(note: you falsely accused us,
among other things, of mentioning our displeasure with Midnight Madness. This is what we
rational human beings call lying).
Allow me to offer a bit of my
personal philosophy on the effectiveness of articles like yours
which frequently appear in The
Mirror. There are two paths
people can follow when they
experience something which
displeases them. The first, Ms.
Gometz, is to follow your line
of thinking. It is easy to criticize
and even fabricate lies in order
to make a situation seem much
worse than it is. You can sit
behind your computer and write
slighted, negatively-focused articles which attempt to make a
mockery both of this school and
the people who attend it. The
other option involves performing some sort of cohesive action
for the good of others. In the
face of negativism, we continue

to formulate creative ideas which
will unite the campus in working towards a positive, common
goal. It must be easy to remove
yourself from Fairfield University and be able to pick it apart,
piece by piece!
In conclusion, I would like to
make a mention of a commentary (note: it did not appear on
the front page) you wrote on
March 7th of this year, in which
you supported the men's basketball team and applauded their
efforts in nearly winning the
MAAC title. In the wake of
losing to Canisius in the MAAC
Championship game, you informed us that, "...the players
feed from the energy produced
by the fans, but that energy must
be positive." (note: this is what
writers call irony). Why have
you now inherited such a vindictive view?
For those who wish to wholeheartedly support the men's and
women' s basketball teams, we' 11
see you at the first home game
(wear red!) For those of you
like Ms. Gometz who no longer
believe in the underlying ideal
of Fairfield spirit, we invite you
to change your minds—and your
hearts—as members of the Red
Sea.
Sincerely,
Eric S. Roland
Co-Director of Athletics
and Recreation

Beach Residents!!!
SBRA will be having children from
Brook Street Shelter in Bridgeport
come trick or treating from Lantern
Point to the Girl's Dup. This will be
so special to the children if you could
give $2 on Sunday to an SBRA member who will be coming door to door
around 3 p.m. to help pay for the
candy. The event will take place from
3:30-5 p.m. and SBRA asks all beach
residents in the area to participate.
Any other houses are welcome to donate money if they desire.

News Editor's
Response
Mr. Roland,
I read your letter with great
interest, and was equally impressed by the Post article that
accompanied it. You see, it is
letters like yours that cause journalists to question why we would
ever choose such a stressful field.
I will respond to your letter in
as clear a manner as I can, so that
you cannot mistake my intentions, as apparently occurred
when you read last week's article. I would first like to apologize for being unclear in my report of the event. What I attempted to do was to goad those
students who did not attend into
the realization that their apathy
hurt what was, potentially, an
extremely exciting evening for
basketball fans.
Next, I would like to explain
a little bit about journalism, as
opposed to public relations. Journalism is an inexact science, and,
like history, it cannot help but be
subjective. As all of us are aware,
the other term for journalist is
"reporter." As such, a journalist
may attend or even participate in
an event. While there, her job is
to record both the substance of
the event, and the atmosphere or
pervasive feeling of the people
present. Then, the journalist must
report the substance to her readers, while attempting to makethem feel the atmosphere that
characterized the setting and
time.
Public relations, on the other
hand, has a different role, that of
the supporter. In public relations,
the point is to put a gloss on
events, to "talk them up" and
make them sound as good as
they are billed to be, regardless
of comments overheard, numbers present, or obvious reactions of people in attendance.
You can see this every day in
political reporting. The candidate that is supported by a paper
or network always looks good.
As for implying that I have all
the answers, I beg to differ. I
would also mention that nowhere
in that article did I state, nor do I
feel that I implied, that the work
of either FUSA or the Athletic
Department should be denounced. Personally, I was really looking forward to Midnight
Madness. Having spoken to Matt
Pitucco, (who, along with yourself, Mike Condelli, and Mary
Alice Greco, organized the
event), I anticipated a terrific
evening. I was not entirely disappointed, but those people who
I heard speaking in Alumni Hall
primarily voiced the fact that
they were hoping for t-shirts instead of cups. With an attitude
like that surrounding a writer,
she cannot help but reflect some
of the cynicism evidenced there
in her own report of the event.

I understand that you would
not have heard the same comments. I also understand what it is
to be the organizer of an event,
and to therefore see the great success of that event, simply in comparison to its very beginning stage.
I commend all of you for your
efforts, and I would invite you to
make more use of the avenues
open to you (like this newspaper)
for publicizing the event, or for
recruiting people to help you turn
it into the huge annual extravaganza that I hope it becomes.
Now, I have a few other responses to make. They deal with
the attempt that you made, in your
letter, to malign my character before this entire University. Initially, I was not only angered by
your accusation of "lying," but
deeply hurt, as well. And then I
realized that you obviously
couldn't see the faces of your
FUSA counterparts as people began leaving the Hall in droves. If
those weren't looks of displeasure
I saw, then I don't know what
would be. People who I saw at
basketball games, although not, to
my knowledge, FUSA representatives, did give voice to those
looks, but I really prefer not to use
that type of language in my articles.
Mr. Roland, were I you, or anyone else, for that matter, I would
be very cautious about who I chose
to call a liar. It's a harsh accusation to make, and it's one that
doesn't slide off someone's back.
In a word, it is ugly.
Yes, I did write a commentary
last semester, pointing out to students that bashing the teams during the games is uncalled for and
impolite. Should you reread my
article of last week yet again, sir,
I'm sure that you will notice that I
expressed delight with the fine
showing made by both teams at
Midnight Madness. I will continue
to do so, as, I'm sure, will the
people who stood and cheered as
the teams took the court. I don't
find my article ironic in the least,
nor do others who have responded
to it with an attitude very different
from yours.
Your potshots, Mr. Roland,
don't affect me. In fact, I feel that
they may reflect more about you
than about me, anyway. You will
certainly see me at the first home
game, cheering like a maniac as I
did last year, but as we've never
met, you probably won't recognize me. As I'm sure you do, I
express my hopes of good fortune
for both the men's and women's
teams, and I, too, hope to see
many more repeats of the spirit
shown at last year's Fairfield-Iona
game. Go Stags!
Sincerely,
JoAnn Gometz
News Editor

/<--.
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Speakers should be heroes, not heretics
Joseph Marcello
Staff Writer
By the time you read this
article, the Rev. Robert F.
Drinan, S.J. will have already
delivered the third annual Christopher F. Mooney, S.J. Lecture
in Theology, Religion, and Society. That's an unfortunate
thing, though, because the person invited to deliver this lecture should have been a hero,
not a heretic.
Fr. Robert Drinan, in the May
31 issue of the National Catholic Reporter, (which has long
promoted dissent within the
Church,) published an article
entitled "Late-term Abortion
Veto Merits Analysis." In it, he
actually defended President

Clinton's veto of the Bill that
would have outlawed partialbirth abortion. Fr. Drinan basically argued that, since alternative abortion methods are more
dangerous to the mother than
the PB A, President Clinton was
right to veto the Bill that would
have banned it. Notwithstanding, Bishop Thomas Daily of
Brooklyn responded that, in his
article, Fr. Drinan concentrated
on the "political, legal, and medical aspects of partial-birth abortion" but ignored "the moral
issue...the stark truth...that abortion is the deliberate killing of a
human being." It seems incredible to me that Fr. Drinan, who
has unabashedly written in defense of a most serious assault
on human rights and morality,

was- invited to deliver a lecture
entitled "International Human.
Rights: A Morality For the Future."
A condition of entry into the
Society of Jesus is the taking of a
special fourth vow of obedience
to the Pope. Anyone even
vaguely familiar with the teachings of Pope John Paul II knows
that he has repeatedly declared
abortion an objective evil. The
Church explicitly teaches that it's
always wrong. It's wrong even
when political contrivances suggest that it isn't wrong. Thus, by
defending President Clinton's
action, Fr. Drinan has clearly set
himself at odds with the teachings of the Church and of the
Holy Father.
There was a time when such

Itwas2am
She was in my room.
We were drunk.

action on the part of any Jesuit
would have resulted in immediate expulsion from the Society. Now, such action is rewarded with speaking engagements. Still, Fr. Drinan has not
gone without censure. In a rare
step, Rev. William A, Barry,
S.J., Provincial of the Jesuit
Province of New England,
wrote, on August 20, that Fr.
Drinan's article has "...seriously offended many good
people and scandalized many
people." He added, "Since it
might appear by my silence on
the issue, that the Society of
Jesus supports Fr. Drinan's
position, I want to publicly, as
his religious superior, that I
disagree with Fr. Drinan in this
case and have told him so."
One wonders whether St.
Ignatius, who founded the great
Society of Jesus, would be
proud ofFr. Drinan's actions. I
would guess that St. Ignatius
would instead be embarrassed
and ashamed.
Father Drinan bears the distinction of having been the first
Jesuit to deliver this lecture.
However, there are so many
courageous Jesuit priests who
are not only eminently qualified to deliver a lecture such as
this, but are also faithful to the
teachings of the Church. A
few such priests are: (a major
Catholic publishing house),
outspoken opponent of abortion and advocate of orthodox
theology and traditional liturgical renewal; Fr. Kenneth
Baker, S.J., editor of Homiletic and Pastoral Review, a
highly respected scholarly jour-

nal that deals with current issues in pastoral theology; or Fr.
John Hardon, S.J., who, in the
great Jesuit tradition of
Bellarmine and Canisius, has
authored and published a catechism (The Catholic Catechism, Doubleday, 1975). All
of these Jesuits are highly respected in the field of theology
and all are unswervingly loyal
to the teachings of the Church.
One is at a loss to imagine why
Fr. Drinan was invited over these
scholarly and faithful priests.
In a recent interview with
The Catholic Transcript, Fr.
Drinan said that he didn't anticipate any opposition to his
lecture at Fairfield. "Sometimes
you get an extremist or two," he
said, "but I lecture a lot, and
they welcome you." I, for one,
am objecting, but faithfulness
to the Church and opposition to
partial-birth abortion constitute
extremism. Iffhat'strue.I'man
extremist—but I don't think it's
true at all.
If the purpose of these lectures were to attack Catholic
social teaching, we would have
found the perfect speaker. However, since the lecture's purpose
is to honor the memory of an
eminent theologian, the memory
of Fr. Mooney would have been
more fittingly honored by the
invitation of a more faithful Jesuit, a Jesuit who, in these
troubled times, has dared to be
loyal to the teachings of the
Church, while exercising scholarship in a broad realm. The
lecture would have been more
fittingly delivered by one of
these, and not by a heretic.

Computer Fair
Monday, Oct. 28

Tell it to the jury.
Tell them whatever you want, but if you have sex
with a woman without her consent, you could be
arrested, charged and convicted of rape. And then
you can tell your family and friends goodbye.

Against her will is against the law.
This tagline is used with permission from Pi Kappa Phi.

I

©1992 Rape Treatment Center. Santa Monica Hospital.

Different vendors
will be coming to
sell computers at
discounted prices.
The event will be
from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. in the Campus
Center lobby.
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HAM Channel kicks off Fall
Season of programs
THE
Brigette Cirrincione
Staff Writer
Fairfield's HAM Channel 51 is ready to kick off the Fall
'96 season. This semester's lineup promises to provide variety
through six very different, but
equally fun shows. "HAM'sgoal
is to get students interested
enough in the shows that they
start clicking to them regularly as
they do Melrose Place or ER,"
says John Stys, Executive Producer. So check out these previews:
"Get Some"
A dating game that combines all of the fun, excitement,
and don't forget love, of "Singled
Out." Whether you're really desperate, or just want to have a
blast, grab your friends, and play
the game of love. Hey, you never
know. You could find you're
soulmate!
"Fairfield You"
An MTV-like show that

reveals all of the real crazy
things and emotions that go
on in the life of FU students.
Topics will include housing
dilemmas, tatooing and body
piercing, the party scene, and
much more. So don't be surprised if you see yourself on
TV!
"Pertinent Politics"
How many students
are really tuned into what's
going on around us in the
world of politics. This show
will give students some clues
on the issues which effect our
lives. Besides, tune in to see
political figures duke it out
on behalf of their parties.
"Take One"
An MTV-like music video show that will keep
everyone is style with the latest music video crazes. Look
for funny hosts who offer very
interesting commentaries on
videos and Hollywood gossip.

Mama Mia
for Mama
Mina's
Phil Bloete
Staff Writer
Mama Mina's
881 Post Road
Fairfield, CT
Chew On This....
After last week's absence, I hoped to pick a dilly of
a restaurant this time around and
Mama Mina's graciously delivered. Mama Mina's is an enchanting restaurant that sits on
the corner of North Benson and
Post Road. Being just three minutes away, it is much too good to
be overlooked.
We were given a table
towards the back of the restaurant when our waitress, Mariana
quickly arrived to take our drink
orders. Although we kept it
simple by ordering water, we
were both pleased when it arrived with a full pitcher for later
consumption. A definite plus.
After we ordered our entrees, an
adequate supply of warm bread
appeared. Another big plus.
Dinner
arrived
promptly. I went with the special of the house, the Veal Mama
Mina($ 13.95). It arrived piping
hot, garnished with mushrooms
and mozarella and was most pal-

atable. My acquaintance
chose pizza ($9.35) atopped
with broccoli and meatball.
After a piece was reluctantly
handed over, I found it also to
be an excellent choice.
Mariana suggested
the Chocolate Mousse cake
($2.75) for dessert. It was
loaded with chocolate flavor
and came with piles of chocolate sauce. Over coffee we
noticed the nautical motif
through the restaurant. Mama
Mina's definitely quenched
the desires of ths weary sailor.
The coffee was hot, the dinner was good, and the service
exemplary. All in all, a good
night.

Graphic 1
pg. 11
3 drinks
Chew On This...reviews restaurants on the quality of food,
service and ambiance. The
rating system: one beverage
is fair, two is good three is
very good, four is excellent.

"FU Unfiltered"
HAM's own version of
a Letterman show is coming to
Fairfield. Along with a crazy
host, weekly guests, and musical
talent, this show will also be roaming the campus for the more bizarre story lines. If you have any
trick you'd love to perform on
television, this is your show.
"News 51 Live"
Last season's successful news show is returning this
season with some major improvements. News 51 Live will now
air three nights a weeks from
HAM studios. This season, the
news will focus on events around
campus, as well as special events
around Fairfield County. If
you're unsure about the specifics
of an event, or clueless of a campus happening, make sure to tune
in.
Be sure to look for the
nightly schedules.

HUM
Channel

7

^

Area
Theaters
Bridgeport
Showcase

339-7171
Fairfield Cinemas
339-7151

Watch
Channel
51 &
learn
what' s
going
on!

Fairfield
Community
255-6555
Milford Showcase
878-5600
Trumbull Marquis
365-6500
Westport Fine Arts
227-3324

f

Heard Round
Town:

A&E
wants
you! Do
Movies,
restaurants, or
records
interest
you?
Then,
A&E is
for you!

Quotes of the Week
Heard at the Grape said by a student to a
schmoozing dad:
"Urn, OK, but aren't you married, and isn't
that your daughter?"
Heard at the Point during Saturday night's
hurricane:
"Secure the rigging! Rough waters ahead
mateys! Back to the poop deck for a cup of
grog ye all."
Heard at the library after the intense weekend:
"I really need a girlfriend. I've come to that
time in my life. And I need one bad."
Heard at a beach house said to a policeman
about to give the house a ticket:
"I just really don't have time for you tonight.
Please leave me alone."
Heard on the train coming home from the Phish
show Monday night:
"No one's laughing at my jokes. I must be the
only one on acid."
Heard at a beach house:
"Hey guys, let's go to the football game and
where khaki pants and white button downs, and
call ourselves the Soshes."
Heard during a kegs and eggs party by a nonkegs and eggs go-er:
"Don't tell your roommates, but the weekend's
over. There are programs for people like you."
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Schedule of Events
Thursday October
24
8 p.m- Grind Coffeehouse Must See TV
Night on big screen TV
in the BCC Snack Bar.
Friday October 25
3 p.m- Senior Giving
Meeting
in
the
McEleney Room
8 p.m- Harvest Concert
featuring
Mighty,
Mighty
Bosstones,
DeLaSoul, Fishbone,
and Goodie Mob in
Alumni Hall. Tickets are
$15 for students and $18
for the General Public.
Doors open at 7 p.m
8 p.m-12 a.m- Student
Spotlight at The Grind
Coffeehouse
8 p.m- Bela Fleck and
The Fleckstones at the

Quick Center. Admission is $25. Call the box
office at x4010 for more
info.
Saturday October
2A
9:30 a.m- Class of 2000
Community Urban Experience. Meet in the
Barone Campus Center
Mezz.
10 a.m- SEA meeting
9 p.m-1 a.m- Harvest
Dance in Alumni Hall.
9 p.m- The Grind
Coffehouse
Atmosphere.
Sunday October 27
4 p.m- Senior Giving
Meeting in the FDR.
4 p.m- Appalachian Volunteer Meeting in CNS
15.

Come
out and
play
Coivva out and PLflY!
EVERY SUNDAY IS COLLEGE NIGHT AT
THE GLOBE! FAIRFIELD U. STUDENTS
ADMITTED FREE W/ F.U. I.D. nQ\^VC

JJVE r\V)5IC! °V*
TttF WEEKEND AW
The Globe Theatre '
71 Wall St., Norwalk

866-299
for info

GRAND OPENING PARTY THIS MONDAY OCT. 1STH
(and every Monday thereafter)

Every Monday NigU is COLLEGE Ladies NigU
OPEN BAR and NO COVER*-until 10pm

THE PAW;

1 SOUTH MAIN • NORWALK CT
EXIT 15 OFF 1-95 •(203) 831-

*A 25« CHARGE FOR EACH DRINK AS REQUIRED BY LAW • NO COVER WITH FAIRFIELD ID
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Products, Stuff, and Nonsense...
Nell Bateman
Arts and Entertainment Editor
While watching the tube
the other day, a funny thing happened on the way to the remote.
Instead of changing the channel
during the commercial, I noticed
that several of the products being
advertised have become so popular
that they actually represent the thing
itself. We speak of them so often
and forget that they are mere brand
names. Brand names I tell you- do
not be fooled.
With millions of little sublines, disposable diapers have always been my friends, but I knew
them as nothing but "Pampers."
Got to buy more pampers, change
Rose's pamper, put the pampers in
the plastic bag please. Disposable
diapers were pampers and that' s all
there was to it. And when no one
wanted to change Rose, they 'd pretend they were busy cleaning their
whites with "Clorox." It wasn't
called bleach at all. And why not
clean yourself after your clothes,
and rid the wax with "Q-tips"- what
other cotton swab is there. And
pass me a "Kleenex" because I
have a runny nose from Rose.
The cool kids of the 90's
cruise down the street in
"rollerblades," in line skates that

have rolled their way to become the name of
the brand, and these kids are listening to their
Oasis on their "Walkman," a portable stereo of
which Sony is dictator. They're annoying so I
hope they fall off of their ramps and must then
apply a "Band-Aid" for I know of know other
product to mend the scrape. When the brats
turn 16 (or 17 in those trashy states), Mom
buys them a "Jeep" even if it's an Izuzu or

what you would like to drink, "Coke" is
the answer, yet she might return with
perhaps a Pepsi, a Jolt if you're lucky, an
RC if you 're not, or God forbid a generic
cola, and she simply won't let you in on
her little secret that she has not delivered
your request for the most common cola
soft drink Coke. And the term soft drink
(allow the tangent please) - what does it

"We speak of them so often and
forget that they are mere brand
names. Brand names I tell you- do
not be fooled."

Pathfinder. "There' s only one Jeep" or so they
say. When lips are chapped, apply "Vaseline,"
the only petroleum jelly, and steer clear of
"Saltines" lest the NaCl enter the wounds of
those wind blown crusty nasty lips. "Swatch"
was once synonymous with watch, and it was
chic to wear two on the same wrist - but that
was a long time ago in a decade far away.
When at a restaurant and the waitress asks

mean. I assume it contrasts with a hard
drink. Yes, I'll have a Coke- wait,
scratch that, I'm in the mood for something not so soft. Change it to a dry
Manhattan up, and make it a double.
Grr. And when the pampers have been
changed, your nose blown by Kleenex,
and the Band Aids applied, the swatch
says it's time to relax with a nice cup of
Sanka. Just call it decaf.

What also amazed me as I sat
mesmerized in front of the TV abound with
monopolized products- there are meanings
behind the names of the products we buy,
but we're so used to the product name, that
we forget the real thing. Cars are big in this
category. Pontiac and Cherokee are dad's
company car and Jenny's new Jeep, not a
Native American chief and tribe respectively. American car dealerships were completely baffled when their new car "Nova"
wasn't selling in South America, when in
Spanish the name means "it doesn't go." If
a stranger tried to sell me a car named "will
die real soon," I too would look into buying
a different car. Mercury is neither a chemical elememt, the messenger god, or the
closest planet to the sun, but a foxy car that
must be bought in red. Sally drives a
Mustang simply because she's Mustang
Sally, but I don't really think she knows that
a mustang is a wild horse from the American West, derived from the Spanish
"mestengo" meaning strayed, ownerless
horse. Sneakers are always interestingthey'U kill you for the Nikes on your feet,
but what would the Greek goddess of victory, La Victoire de Samothrace, for which
the sneaker was named, have to say about
such crime? Basketball players buy the
fanciest Reeboks around, but when theyVe
shooting the three pointer, they 're not thinking that what's on their feet is the name of
the fastest moving antelope.
Stuff and nonsense perhaps, but I
believe contemplating advertisements beats
Must See TV any day of the week.

Have a great harvest weekend!

Review
a record
in A&E!
Call

raduate studies are the best
prescription for career advancement.
Informal
Open House
for all Graduate
Programs
Ell Center, 3rd Floor
Saturday, November 2,1996-9AM-12PM
There will be no formal program. Program Directors,
Professors and current students will provide overviews of
degree programs and look forward to meeting with you. Also,
representatives from Graduate Admissions, Financial Aid,
Residential Life, Graduate Student Association, Lane Health
Center and Commuter Services will be available to answer
questions you may have.
R.S.V.P. requested by Thursday, October 31st
Call: (617) 373-2708, FAX: (617) 373-4701 or write: Graduate
Office, Attn: Grad Open House, Bouve' College of Pharmacy
& Health Sciences,
203 Mugar Life Sciences Building,
360 Huntington Avenue,
Northeastern University, Boston, MA 02115

m

Bouve College
of Pharmacy and Health Sciences
Northeastern University

Northeastern University is accredited bv the
New England Association of School and Colleges. Inc.
An Equal Opportunity/affirmative action educational institution.

Graduate Programs and Degrees
Counseling Psychology,
Rehabilitation and Special Education:
Master of Science
•Applied Behavior Analysis
• Applied Educational Psychology
School Counseling
School Psychology
• Rehabilitation Counseling
•College Student Development &
Counseling
•Human Resource Counseling
Master of Science in Counseling
Psychology
Master of Science in Education
•Intensive Special Needs
•Special Needs
Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study
•Counseling Psychology
Doctor of Philosophy
• Counseling Psvcf
Communication Disorders:
Master of Science
•Audiology
•Speech-Language Pathology

Health Professions:
Master of Science
•Clinical Exercise Physiology
• Perfusion Technology
Master of Health Professions
•General Option
•Health Policy
• Physician Assistant
(previous admission PA
Certificate program required)
•Regulatory Toxicology

Biomedical Science:
Master of Science
•General Biomedical Science
General
Pharmaceutics •
Toxicology
•Medical Laboratory Science.
•Medicinal Chemistry
• Pharmacology
Doctor of Philosophy
•Biomedical Sciences
Medical Laboratory Science
Medicinal Chemistry
Pharmaceutics
Pharmacology
Toxicology
Interdisciplinary
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Rugby team
annihilates Yale
Terry Houston
Contributing Writer
It was a cold, rainy
day at Grauert Memorial Field
as the Fairfield Red Ruggers
took on the Yale Bulldogs this
past Saturday. As the ruggers
battled through the violent
weather conditions, they went
on the brutalize the Bulldogs,

Coach George Hemmer, Kevin
"The Enforcer" Norton, always
dependable Ricky Peel, and the
nomadic Colin Rigby, who had
just returned from his week-long
retreat just in time to make the
kickoff. The kicking game also
made improvements, as Sean
"Red" Tobin made two of his six
extra point kicks.
The B squad continued

"The team knows what they have
to do, like Yale, Southern will feel
our almighty wrath."
34-0. Fairfield's offense continued their unstoppable play,
while it's defense finally
stepped up and recorded it's
first shutout of the season, led
by the bone-crushing hits of
Brendan Delaney. Fairfield
opened up the first half with a
try by Terry Houston, then later
the ruggers were awarded a
penalty try because of a Yale
penalty on the try line. Then in
the second half the ruggers took
it to another level for the fourth
straight week with an offensive that would not be denied,
led by the outstanding play of
Rob Gallagher and Mark
Ridder. Scores were tallied by

to play unbelievable as they
climbed to 4-0 this season. The
team has been led by the consistent pain-instilling hits of Joe
"Mo" Simpson and Larry Kirwan,
and the strong offensive play of
Kevin "KT" Weng and Andy
Mahat. Next week is the last
rugby game of the fall season at
Southern Connecticut. The
ruggers must register an enormous
high-scoring win to be considered for the league playoffs next
month. When asking sidelined
president Brian Duffell about what
he thinks about the game next
week he responded, "The team
knows what they have to do, like
Yale, Southern will feel our al-

Home
Games...

Sports
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Volleyball clinches first
place in the MAAC
Brian Manning
Assistant Sports Editor
"You can't stop them,
you can only hope to contain
them!"
This famous quote from
Sports Center, sums up how the
Fairfield University volleyball
team's season is going. The team
has an 18-7 record, has won 5
matches in a row, 10 of their last
11, and after last week's stellar
performances, the Stags have
clinched first place in the Metro
Atlantic Athletic Conference.
The team opened up
their week with a closely fought
3-2 win over a less talented Iona
team. Though the Gaels did their
best to stick with Fairfield, they
simply were out matched. Later
in the week, the Stags went on to
rack up a 3-1 win over Manhattan, and then swept St. Peter's 30 to go undefeated on the week.
All three teams are in the MAAC,
so these wins were huge for the
Stags.
"We played really well
this week," said MAAC coplayer of the week Melanie
Bussanich. "I think we took a
step forward."
The Stags have taken
many steps forward this year de-

spite almost the
entire team being composed
of freshman.
They have matured as a team,
learning to play
on a collegiate
level, and have
left quite an impression on
their competition.
"We
have bonded as
a team, and are
really excited
with how the
season is going,"
said
Bussanich.
Even
though
Fairfield has
established
themselves as Melanie Bussanich
the best team in
the MAAC, its important they
us on the national scene. We
finish out the season strong.
should beat Hartford if we play
On Wednesday, the
well."
team hosts a tri-match with Yale
The team travels to
and Hartford.
Morgan State on Saturday, and
"Yale is regionally
then to Loyola on Sunday. The
ranked, so that is a very big
Stags return home next Wednesone," said head coach Todd
day night to take on Central ConKress. "Beating them will help
necticut.

Women's soccer keeps
playoff hopes alive

Women's Soccer
Sat. Oct. 26, vs.Manhattan at
7:00 p.m.
Sun. Oct. 27, vs. Niagara at 1:00
p.m.

Field Hockey
Monday Oct. 28, vs. Yale at 3:30
p.m.

Cross Country
Sat. Oct 26 vs. Iona College, Meet
of the Champions at 11:00 a.m.

Volleyball
Wed. Oct 30, vs. Central
Connecticut at 7:00 p.m.

this season at forward, and has
recorded hat-tricks in both
games.
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elled to Loyola, and battled the
women's soccer team
Greyhounds to a 0-0 tie. Even
refused to roll over and
though the team missed some
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a pretty sound game, and
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rather
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sult.
The
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prety
cold
weather,
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"foreign"
astro-turf
surface,
so
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there
were
some
difficult
playrecord, and keeps them
ing conditions for the Stags.
alive in the chase for a
"It was a very even
slot in the post season
game, both teams are pretty simitournament.
lar," said junior Mary Ann
The Stags
Sadowski. "They are a very good
started out the week
turf team, so they had a little
with an impressive 3-0
advantage."
blanking of St. Peter's
Cristen Veach played
College. With a few
exceptional in goal earning her
Fairfield players apfourth shut out of the year. She
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able in new positions,
goaltenders in the MAAC, postthe team trounched the
ing a 1.20 GAA.
Peahens in one of their
The Stags played Manbest efforts of the seahattan
yesterday
at home, play
son.
Sports Information Canisius athomeonSaturday,
Christen
Veach
Kelli Hurley,
and then take on Niagra on Sunrecently moved up from the mid- games in a season. Ironically,
day.
field, scored her second hat-trick Hurley has played two games

Brian Manning
Assistant Sports Editor

of the season, making her the
first ever player in Fairfield history to record two, three-goal
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Football team
outlasted by
Canisius despite
great defensive
effort
Rick Thomson
Sports Editor
This past Saturday, the Fairfield
University football team dropped a hardfought Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference game to Canisius, 21-0. Amidst a
driving rainstorm at Alumni
field, the
Stags stayed right with the
first-place Golden Griffins for much of the afternoon, thanks in part
to a tremendous defensive effort.
"We just
keep playing better and better,"
head
coach
Kevin Kiesel
said. "We're
ready to go
out and get
a win."
The Fairfield
defense held Canisius
to just 133 yards in total offense, including just 26 passing yards
while forcing a fumble and an interception. Defensive end Stephen Krines keyed
Fairfield's defensive attack with a gamehigh 13 tackles.
Meanwhile, the Stag offense produced 215 yards of total offense against
the top rated defense in Division I-AA.
Freshmap wideout Tom Lopusznick put
in another fine effort for the Stags, catching six passes for 65 yards. But the Stags
just could not seem to put the ball into the
end zone, despite good field position
throughout the game. The Stags twice
moved the ball inside of the 20 yard line,

Fairfield defense

but could not come up with any points
on either occasion.
Once again, the outcome of
the game hinged on a few key plays.
Canisius produced it's first points
midway through the first quarter.
After pinning Fairfield deep in their
own territory, the Golden Griffins
capitalized on a short punt into a
swirling wind by Fairfield's Mike
Votto. Six plays later, Canisius
had the only points they
would need on a
one-yard
touchdown
run.
Canisius
tacked on
14 points in
the final quarter on a pair of
interception returns for touchdowns, including a
90-yard return with
just under a minute
left to play that sealed
the victory for the
Golden Griffins.
This week, the Stags travel
to New York to face Siena as they
look to capture their first win of the
year. This could be the week for
Fairfield, as the Stags match up very
well with the Saints on both sides of
the ball.
"They are a very young club,
just like us," Coach Kiesel said. "We
should do well as long as we continue
to stay positive out there."
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Athletes of the Week

Kelli Hurlev
Hurley, a junior
from Springfield,
MA, recorded her
second hat-trick of
the season, lifting the
women's soccer team
to a 3-0 victory over
St. Peter's. It was her
second hat-trick of
the season making
her the only player in
Fairfield history to
score two hat-tricks
in a season.

Steven Krines
Krines, a freshman from Huntington, NY, registered a
season-high 13 tackles in this weekend's
game against
Canisius. As a team,
the Fairfield defense
held Canisius to just
133 yards in total
offense, their best
defensive performance of the season.

Men's tennis team gets
washed out: Prepares
for Rolex Qualifier
Rsck Thomson
Sports Editor
The Nor'easter that ripped
through the area this past weekend brought
the Fairfield University Men's tennis
team' s fall season to an abrupt end. Scheduled matches against the Fairfield Alumni
and
LaSalle
were
both canceled
due to the into 1 e m e n t
weather.
Although team

against the third ranked player in the East
before losing 6-4, 6-4. Fairfield also did
well in doubles competition, as they defeated perennial Big East powerhouse Boston College before bowing out in the second round.
"It's a really great opportunity to
play against some of the best players out
there," Fairfield head coach Dr. Joseph
Grassi said. "A
lot of positive
things come out
of this type of experience."
Robertson will
be representing
the Stags in singles, while Stype and
Twardowski will play doubles. Despite the
lack of experience in these stellar sophomores, Grassi is confident about their ability to compete in the prestigious event.
"Robertson has played well this
year," Grassi said. "And Stype and
Twardowski should be tough because they
play so well together. No matter what
happens, it should be a good experience and
will help them in the future."

"It's a really great opportu*
nity to play some of the best
players out there."

competition is finished for now, Sophomores Brian
Robertson, Mike
Twardowski, and Brian Stype will be
back in action in two weeks when they
square off against some extremely talented competition at the Rolex National
Indoor Qualifier. This event features the
top players from Division I schools up
and down the East Coast.
Fairfield fared quite well in this
event last year, as Marc Brennan, who
graduated this past Spring, played tough
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Women's Tennis team posts
big win over Columbia
Rick Thomson
Sports Editor

the victory for the Stags.
"It's always great to

big accomplishment for us."
This weekend, the
Stags
will travel to West
The Fairfield
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New York, for the
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captain Amy Hanson said.
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events."
ranked, and we lost 8-1."
Fairfield will round
The match of the
out
it's
Fall schedule with
day belonged to freshman
a
home
match against
Liz Steege, who competed
Rutgers
next
Saturday bein her first match of the
fore- travelling
to
Fall. With the overall
Williamsburg, Virginia in
match tied at 3-3 all eyes
two weeks for the Rolex
were on Steege as she finNational Invitational
ished up the final match of Candice Srubar
Sports Information tournament, where the
the day. The talented freshStags will face some of
man did not buckle under
beat an Ivy League school,"
the best competition on the East
the pressure, as she defeated
Hanson said. "This was a really
Coast.
her opponent 6-2,6-7,6-3 to seal
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Stags fold to St. Peter s
in Men's Soccer
Jeff Woelpper
Staff Writer
In a Metro Atlantic
Athletic Conference match-up
last Wednesday, the Fairfield
University men's soccer team
folded to St. Peter's College 20. The game was played at
Veteran's Stadium in Bayonne,
New Jersey.
"They were more prepared to play than we were,"
head coach Carl Rees said.
"They were more intense, and
they just outcompeted us."
After coming off a
huge week where the team tied
the University of Connecticut
and shutout Manhattan, the
Stags may have suffered a bit of
a let down in the game against
St. Peter's. Also, the team was
without their captain, Paul
McSherry, who missed the game
because of a sprained knee.

Craig Lennon and Mark Franzesi
also sustained injuries in the second half that caused them to
miss the rest of the game.
"No excuses can be
made because it was a conference game and we really need to
win," Rees said.
St. Peter's dominated
the first half, as they scored early
in the game and then closed out
the scoring with 10 minutes left
in the half to grab a 2-0 lead. The
Stags had some opportunities in
the first half, but could not capitalize. Fairfield played much
better in the second half. Despite outshooting the Peacocks,
the Stags couldn't put the ball in
the net.
"We made some adjustments tactically in the second half," Rees said. "We also
had a couple of opportunities in
the first half, but we didn't capi-

talize on them."
Fairfield is currently
tied for third in the MAAC with
a record of 2-1-1 in the conference. The Stags have a crucial
weekend ahead as they are vying for spot in the MAAC championships. The team travels to
play conference rivals Canisius,
who handed Loyola their only
conference loss, and Niagara.
With only the top four teams in
the league making the playoffs,
these are must-win games for
the squad as Canisius and
Niagara are in second and third
place respectively in the
MAAC.
"It's in our hands this
weekend," Rees said. "We
have a difficult series of games,
but they are games we must win
if we want to make the postseason."

Inside...Volleyball, Women's
Soccer & Rugby all win, p. 14.

The best kept secret
in Fairfield Athletics
Rick Thomson
Sports Editor

There is an athletic program at Fairfield University that
just clinched it's first-ever Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference
regular season championship this past weekend. Thanks to a lineup
comprised entirely of freshmen, this team is undefeated in conference play and has already eclipsed last year's victory total by seven
games with eight games still left in the season. They are the
Fairfield University women's volleyball team, a tremendous success story that certainly deserves some long-overdue recognition.
The resurrection of the program is due largely in part to the
efforts of a dedicated coaching staff and a host of new and
determined faces. After a dismal 1995 campaign, which saw the
Stags finish 1 -6 in the MAAC and 11-21 overall, second year head
coach Todd Kress and assistant coach Dani Peterson knew something had to change. So, they went out and recruited players who
wanted to help turn the program around and who could step in and
have an immediate impact. The philosophy worked to perfection,
as the Stags now sit atop the MAAC and last year's futility is
nothing more than a distant memory.
This talented crop of freshmen has been paced by a pair
of Cincinnati natives. Two-time MAAC player of the week Jen
McLaughlin has been a powerful force from her outside-hitter
position, as she is tops in the MAAC in kills, while Liz Bower, the
latest MAAC player of the week, leads the league in assists and
service aces.
However, Kress has stressed that the tremendous turnaround has been a team effort, as the Stags lead the conference in
just about every offensive category. The team has been able to
work hard and improve through structured and fast-paced practices, while continually striving towards the goals of winning and
earning the recognition and respect of not only other teams, but the
student body at Fairfield University as well.
"We want to establish a winning tradition at Fairfield,"
Kress said following the St. Peter's match. "We would love to see
volleyball get the same kind of fan support as basketball at
Fairfield."
UnfoYtunately, the success of the volleyball team has been
met with relative apathy by the student body. For example, in the
conference-clinching victory against St. Peter's on Sunday, only
50 fans made their way to Alumni Hall to cheer on the Stags as they
wiped out the Peahens in four sets. This could be largely attributed
to the fact that the team is made up primarily of first-year students,
and as a result, very few people know who they are just six weeks
into the school year. However, the football team is also chiefly
comprised of freshmen, yet nearly 500 people came out to watch
the team play Canisius this past Saturday in weather conditions that
were more conducive to staging a production of the Wizard of Oz
than playing a football game.
However, Kress and Peterson are dedicated to building up
fan interest, and are teaming up with Athletic Director Eugene
Doris to bring more students out to volleyball matches. Promotional activities such as T-shirt and Pizza giveaways are in the
works for next year, while members of the team have taken it upon
themselves to drum up student interest this season by hanging
flyers around campus.
The lack of attendance at home games has been the only
disappointment in this remarkable season for the Stags. The
exploits of these six freshmen are truly phenomenal. Keep in mind
that the players on this team, with the exception of sophomore
returnee Chrissy Bidhay, are just six weeks into their first year of
college. Everyone knows that the first semester of college is a
tremendous adjustment period and can be an unnerving experience
for many individuals. The additional stress of being the most
integral parts of a Division I sports program can only make things
more difficult. However, these women have risen to the challenge,
and now find themselves in the midst of a storybook season that has
landed Fairfield University a place among the elite in women's
volleyball.

